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> Introduction and Method

Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) classifies lab-reared and
semi-field raised mosquitoes into < or � 7 days old with an
average accuracy of 80%, achieved by training a regression
model using partial least squares (PLS) and interpreted as a
binary classifier.

Study objectives:

• We explored whether using an artificial neural network
(ANN) analysis instead of PLS regression improves the cur-
rent accuracy of NIRS models for age-grading malaria trans-
mitting mosquitoes.

• We also explored if directly training a binary classifier instead
of training a regression model and interpreting it as a binary
classifier improves the accuracy.

• We used two-tail t-test to test the hypothesis that there is
significant difference in accuracies between ANN and PLS
trained model, and one-tail t-test to test the hypothesis
that ANN trained model scores higher accuracies than PLS
trained model.

Materials:

• A total of 786 and 870 NIR spectra collected from laboratory
reared An. gambiae and semi-field raised An. arabiensis, respec-
tively, were used and pre-processed according to previously
published protocols.

• LabSpec 5000 NIR spectrometer with an integrated light
source (ASD Inc., Longmont, CO), was used to collect spectra.

Model training:

• Trained both PLS regresser and binary classifier on ten-PLS
components using ten-fold cross validation.

• For the ANN model, we trained a feed-forward ANN with
one hidden layer, ten neurons using Levenberg-Marquardt
(damped least-squares) as an optimization method. We used
linear (purelin) and logistic regression functions as transfer
functions when training ANN regresser and classifier, re-
spectively.
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> Results - Regressers

.

> Results - Classifiers

> Conclusion

We recommend training of age models using artificial neural
network and training of binary classifier instead of training re-
gression model and interpret it as binary classifier.
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